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Abstract

Multiple-choice questions are frequently used in high-stakes nursing assessments. Many nurse educators, however, lack the necessary knowledge and training to develop these tests. This paper will discuss test development guidelines to help nurse educators produce valid and reliable multiple-choice assessments. These guidelines for multiple-choice test development can be divided into three categories: (1) pre-test planning, (2) test development practices, and (3) post-test review.
Introduction

Multiple-choice (MC) questions are a widely used selection-type test format (1). Single best-answer MC questions consist of a question or a problem (*the stem*), two or more choices from which examinees must choose the correct option (*the distractors*) and one correct or best response (*the key*) (2). MC items allow teachers to efficiently assess large numbers of candidates and to test a wide range of content and learning objectives (3, 4). Well-constructed MC questions are able to test higher levels of cognitive reasoning and can accurately discriminate between high- and low-achieving examinees (3, 5). Consequently, MC questions are frequently used in high-stakes assessments in nursing and other health science disciplines.

Most non-certification level tests taken by nursing students are developed in-house by nursing faculty members who teach the courses. Few nurse educators, however, have adequate preparation and knowledge of how to develop high-quality MC tests. Educators usually either develop the test items themselves or rely on item test banks as a source of questions, both of which may result in less than optimal test quality. Thus, there can be substantial deficiencies in tests prepared by course teachers (6). Because student learning is largely driven by tests, careful test construction is an important skill for educators to develop (7). We have reviewed and synthesized the research literature related to the issue of increasing quality in MC tests. The purpose of this paper is to present a set of clear guidelines for both novice and experienced nurse educators responsible for test development to help them produce high quality MC tests. The focus
is on important and key test development practices and not on logistic or other organizational factors related to testing. The guidelines are divided into three categories: (1) pre-test planning, (2) test development practices and (3) post-test review.

**Pre-test Planning**

*Provide Training for Item Writers*

Discipline-based higher education in nursing means that many educators have not had any formal training in assessment methods and test construction. Nurse educators are often hired because of their clinical expertise. This expertise, however, does not ensure that they can develop high quality tests in their own discipline. In addition, test development procedures are largely passed down from senior to junior academics and are often not evidence-based (8). Without appropriate training, most novice item writers will develop low-quality test items that test only factual recall or trivial content (9).

Studies across disciplines have shown that teacher-produced tests are much improved by prior training in writing MC items. In one study, where the quality of test produced in-house at three medical schools was examined, it was found that items produced by educators who had received training were of much higher quality than those written by untrained educators (10). A review of MC items in certification-level accounting examinations, the majority produced by trained staff, found the quality of the tests to
be of considerably higher quality than that to be found in textbooks or test banks (11). However, writing good MC items is time-consuming and difficult work. It is therefore necessary for academic institutions that employ expert clinicians as academic staff to provide the training and instruction they need to become capable members of the nursing faculty (12). If training is not immediately available, Case and Swanson (13) have produced an excellent manual that covers many key issues in developing high-quality MC items.

*Develop a Test Blueprint*

When developing MC items, focus on important topics only – usually common or important clinical problems. Tests should focus on the learning objectives of the course, not trivia. A test blueprint will help with this task. A blueprint is simply a grid or table that maps the course objectives and content to be tested, and is a necessary step in producing a valid and reliable test (see Figure 1). A test blueprint will precisely outline the proportion of test questions to be allocated to the various content areas and the cognitive level the questions are written at (9). The weighting of exam content is usually designed to approximate the weighting of course content (14). Further guidelines exist in the literature for developing test blueprints (14-16). Nurse educators should review the course objectives, particularly the verbs used, and ensure the test items are written to be consistent with the skills students are expected to demonstrate after completion of the course.
Test Development Practices

Write Questions to Test Higher Cognitive Thinking

Nurses are required to process a great deal of complicated information to arrive at the right decisions on patient care (17). Such complex cognitive abilities must consequently be tested during their education to ensure that students can later operate at a high level of cognition whenever necessary (18). However, MC questions often do not reach this level. A review of items in nursing textbooks, specifically of their cognitive levels, found that 72.1% were assessing only knowledge and comprehension (17), the two lowest levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy (19). A further review, of the quality of 2770 test items used over a five-year period in one nursing school found that 91.1% were written at the knowledge and comprehension levels (20).

It is often argued that the MC format, by its nature, can only deal with the repetition of factual material (21). But MC items can and should be written to assess higher-level cognitive processes such as application and analysis (13, 22, 23). Although there is no research literature to indicate what proportion of test items should be written at higher cognitive levels (17), it is probably safe to assume that the weighting of tests in nursing, whose practice requires higher degrees of cognition, should reflect that fact.

Use Clinical Vignettes

Test items should present clinical decision-making tasks within the education and experience of examinees and the use of well-constructed problem-solving clinical
vignettes will help with this process and increase the likelihood that questions are testing higher cognitive levels rather than just recall of isolated facts (24). A vignette includes a description of the patient and/or situation and some subjective and objective data, some of which is pertinent to answering the question. The use of a vignette requires students to go beyond simply recalling information. Students have to apply their memorised knowledge to make a judgment or to solve a patient problem – a situation that is similar to what they will face in real life (13). An additional advantage of using a clinical vignette is that more than one question can be constructed using the same clinical scenario. Real life clinical cases provide an excellent source of clinical vignettes to use in developing MC questions.

*Write Only Plausible Options*

In teacher-produced MC tests, the question stem often receives far more attention from the writer than the distractors, with the result that the latter are often ineffective. Clearly, however, developing plausible options to the correct answer is of great importance for a high-quality test (25). When educational outcomes are being assessed in a classroom by means of a MC test, the distractors must be effective, each one centring (where possible) on widespread errors about the correct answer (26). A high proportion of questions on teacher-generated tests however, have one or more implausible distractors (20, 27, 28). In a four-option item, it may be hard to come up with three distractors that are of more or less equal likelihood, and thus ‘fillers’ are added. It is commonly believed that MC items must have at least four or five options. A
question with only two good distractors, however, is preferable to one with additional filler options added only to make up some pre-determined number of options (5, 29). Such implausible distractors can be easily spotted by even the weakest examinees, and are therefore usually rejected outright.

Research has repeatedly shown that, in most situations, a three-option MC item is preferable (i.e., one containing the key plus two distractors) (30). One reason 3-option items are endorsed is that most 4- and 5-option items have at most only two plausible distractors. Haladyna and Downing (26) reviewed functioning distractors on four, 5-option MC assessments in one medical school and found that only 1.1 to 8.4% of all the items had three distractors that functioned appropriately. Little difference was found in item difficulty and discrimination between questions containing two, three, or four functioning distractors. In a review of seven, 4-option tests in nursing, only 5.7 to 26.1% of all items had three functioning distractors (31). Furthermore, when 4-option and 3-option tests were compared, there were no substantial changes in mean test score, pass rates, test reliability, item difficulty or item discrimination (28).

To make distractors more plausible, use students' most common errors or misunderstandings as options. Use words that have verbal associations with the item stem (e.g., gastrointestinal, stomach; cardiac, heart etc.) or textbook language that has the appearance of truth. All distractors should be homogeneous and parallel (e.g., all drugs, all diagnoses, all treatments etc.), equally plausible while incorrect or inferior to
the correct answer, attractive to the uninformed, similar in length and construction to the correct answer, and grammatically consistent with the stem. Distractors should distract the uninformed, but they should not result in trick questions that mislead knowledgeable examinees.

**Write a Sufficient Number of Items**

To maximize sampling of course content, MC tests require a large number of items. In addition, test reliability is increased with more test items. If MC test items are, on average, moderately discriminating, at minimum of 50 to 60 items are needed to achieve a high level of reliability (> .80); if the average item discrimination is low, then at least 100 items are needed (32). As it is more difficult to achieve high reliability and adequate content sampling with a low number of items, teachers are encouraged to write as many items as is feasible. One way to increase the number of test items is to write 3-option items instead of 4- or 5-option items. Because 3-option items perform equally as well as items with more options and they are more efficient to write and administer, teachers can write more items with three options in the same time required to write items with four or more options. In addition, examinees can answer 12.4 extra 3-option MC questions in the same amount of time as 100 4-option items (33).

**Distribute Correct Answers Randomly and Evenly**

Correct answers should be evenly distributed among the available options and arranged in a random pattern (9, 34, 35), **with the exception of numerical options, which should**
be arranged in either ascending or descending order. If there is an even distribution of correct responses in an MC test, each option would be correct approximately 25% of the time on a 4-option test and 20% on a 5-option test. When answering questions to which they do not know the answers, examinees often revert to the rule of `when in doubt, choose C.’

In fact, both examinees and item writers have a bias toward the middle position, so unless specific attention is paid to the organization of the correct answers, the correct answer will more often be a middle option which in turn, examinees will tend to select more frequently (36). This has been demonstrated in several studies. In one study, among over 1000 4-option MC questions, option C was the most frequent correct answer (27.6%) and option A the least (21.1%)(37). A study of 5-option MC items found that option E was correct only 5% of the time (38). Randomizing and balancing the position of the correct answer so that there is an equal frequency and distribution of the correct response is an important principle for item writers and test developers to remember and follow.

Screen for and Remove Item Writing Flaws

A common issue affecting MC questions in teacher-generated tests is the presence of item-writing flaws. Item writing flaws can be simply described as violations of conventional item-writing principles that can affect a examinee’s test performance, making items either more or less difficult to answer correctly (1, 39, 40). Although a full
description and discussion of such flaws is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found elsewhere (39, 41), a brief summary of common mistakes made by novice item writers is provided in Table 1.

Other violations include the introduction of either linguistic or cultural bias into the test items. Linguistic bias is present when test items contain complex or unnecessary information that can increase the item difficulty (42) and cultural bias is present when items include references to the dominant culture which may not be well understood by members of other cultures (43). With the increasing diversity of baccalaureate nursing programs in most countries, it is increasingly important to ensure that MC test items are free of bias and do not disproportionately disadvantage students from diverse backgrounds (43).

In four high-stakes medical school examinations, Downing (27) found that 33–46% of the MC items were flawed and that 10-15% of examinees who failed would have passed if those flawed items had not been present. Another review of 10 examinations given to nursing students found that 47.3% of all items were flawed and over one-half of these flaws were related to linguistic or structural bias, which can make test items more difficult (44). Furthermore, if the flawed items had been removed from the test, fewer lower-achieving examinees would have passed the test (90.6% vs. 94.3%) and more higher achievers would have obtained a score of ≥ 80% (20.9% vs. 14.5%) (44).
Avoid or Limit Use of Items from Commercial Item Banks

Studies have documented the poor quality of MC questions in textbooks and commercial test banks provided by textbook publishers. Masters et al. (17) found 2233 item-writing flaws in 2913 questions in test banks accompanying nursing textbooks. Similar examples occur in other disciplines: 75% of MC questions in accounting test banks were found to contain at least one item-writing flaw (11) and about 60% of items in instructor guides accompanying introductory psychology textbooks were also flawed (37). Test banks are often provided to teachers as an incentive to adopt a textbook for the course but textbook authors often do not have formal preparation in MC item construction or are not the persons actually developing the test bank items. Hence, questions derived from textbooks and test banks are as likely to contain item-writing flaws as those developed by educators.

Do a Pre-Test Review of Items

Although most educators spend a substantial amount of time developing course materials and planning lectures, they often spend less time preparing tests and reviewing them before administration (10, 45). As a result, often tests are administered without being first submitted to an adequate quality review process. Even carefully developed test items written by experienced item writers should be subjected to adequate review prior to administration (46). Therefore, a process that includes peer review by additional content experts and review by an examinations committee whose members are well versed in item writing will help to ensure that test items are of
suitable quality and that they test higher cognitive domains (45). Bush (47) outlined some specific points to note when reviewing multiple choice items prior to test administration (see Figure 2).

Post-test Review

Perform Post-Test Item Analysis

With any assessment measure, the feedback loop requires that the educator also assess the quality of the tools being used in the assessment to ensure that they have achieved the purposes for which they were originally intended (48). After the test has been administered, the performance of each item, and of the test as a whole, should be evaluated using standard item analysis procedures (49, 50). Item analysis involves relating the statistical properties of test items to a response distribution (2). The primary purpose of item analysis is to gain information about the tests items rather than the examinees (51).

Item analysis is one of the most important parts of the quality assurance process. Basic item and test statistics such as item difficulty index (the proportion of examinees answering the item correctly), item discrimination index (the difference between the proportion of high and low achieving examinees who answered the item correctly), test reliability, and mean test score are calculated for further analysis (see Table 2). It has been estimated that more than half the test items that educators write will not produce the intended results (35). Therefore, poorly functioning items (i.e., items that are either
too easy or too difficult) or items with unusual answering patterns (items for which there is no expected increase in the correct answers among examinees with higher scores) can be identified and then either edited or removed from further use (7). In addition, items that unfairly penalize a large proportion of examinees can be excluded from the calculation of the final grade on the current test.

A wide range of software packages are available that can calculate these item and test parameters and present the item analysis results either numerically or graphically (i.e., item response curves or quintile plots). Additionally, most spreadsheet software can also be easily programmed to perform item analysis. Item analysis is thus a critical step in the development and review of tests as it provides important data for item and test improvement. It is only through this process of item analysis and improvement that tests can be developed in ways that are psychometrically and pedagogically sound (47).

*Develop a Bank of High Quality Items*

All test items need editing and refinement. The process of developing a new test on each occasion is time-consuming and does not capitalize on previous work. Good MC tests cannot be developed if test items are selected or used indiscriminately and not evaluated after use. Item analysis procedures can help to identify items that perform well, and an item bank can help to organize and categorize these items for quick and easy retrieval in future examinations (52). A number of software programs are available for item banking that allow the users to organize the test items by a number of
different parameters (e.g., item type, cognitive level, body system, discipline, course name, item analysis statistics, or even MeSH terms). All item banking programs must have the capability to securely store items and retrieve items purposely or randomly according to any of the above parameters (53). An item bank reduces the burden of creating assessments by assisting schools to build up a sizeable pool of high quality test items that can be re-used in subsequent tests (24).

Summary

Valid, high-quality assessments requires the establishment of rigorous procedures to review both test quality before and test results after administration. In professional nursing education programmes, educators have to account to many other parties, including licensing authorities, health-care institutions, patients, and the general public. A responsibility therefore exists, in both ethical and legal dimensions, to ensure that assessments are valid, and are assessing what they are supposed to. Few papers specifically outline the steps to be followed to ensure high quality tests. However, the quality of educational assessments of nurses and other health professionals is an issue receiving increased attention as a result of a greater focus on outcome-based assessments in tertiary educational institutions and the increased accountability the public is demanding from institutions that produce health professionals. Hence, clear research-based test development guidelines are required.
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Table 1. Guidelines for Avoiding Common Item Writing Flaws in Multiple-Choice Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make all options grammatically consistent with the stem</td>
<td>The correct option is more likely to flow grammatically from the item stem, which can cue examinees to the correct answer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place numeric option data in either ascending or descending order.</td>
<td>Numeric data that is properly sequenced decreases confusion for examinees and improves the appearance and neatness of the test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All options should be equal in length and amount of detail.</td>
<td>Item writers often make the correct option longer and include more information to ensure that it is unambiguously correct. When examinees are unsure of the correct answer, a common practice is to select the longest option as they often correctly perceive that it is more likely to be correct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make all options equally plausible.</td>
<td>Implausible distractors can often be eliminated by even the weakest examinees and this increases the chances of students guessing the correct option without actually knowing the material. Good test items depend on having effective distractors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make sure the stem asks a clear question that can be answered without looking at the options.</td>
<td>The stem should present a clear and focused question that can be understood and answered by knowledgeable examinees without looking at the options. The options should not be a set of true/false statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that items have one, and only one, correct answer.</td>
<td>Single best-answer MC questions should have one, and only one, correct answer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not place information in the stem that is not required to answer the question.</td>
<td>Unnecessary information in the stem that is not required to answer the question increases reading time and can unnecessarily confuse examinees. If a clinical vignette is provided with the question, it should be required to answer the question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid word repeats in the stem and the correct option.</td>
<td>Repeating the same or similar words in the stem and correct option cues the examinee to the correct answer. For example, using the word ‘cardiac’ in the stem and only in the correct option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid logical clues in the stem.</td>
<td>Similarly, do not provide information in the stem or in the options that make the correct answer more obvious. For example, if you ask a question about 'pharmaceutical interventions' ensure that all options are actually pharmaceutical interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guideline</td>
<td>Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid the use of absolute terms in the options (e.g., always, never, all, only).</td>
<td>Absolute terms provide cues to examinees as most students are aware that these options are rarely correct and thus can easily be eliminated as correct answers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid the use of vague terms (e.g., frequently, often, occasionally) in the options.</td>
<td>There is seldom universal agreement on the actual interpretation of these terms and they can confuse examinees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid the use of negative words in the stem (e.g., except, not, incorrect)</td>
<td>Negatively worded stems are less likely to measure important learning outcomes and can confuse examinees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid the use of ‘all of the above’ and ‘none of the above.’</td>
<td>‘All of the above’ and ‘none of the above’ are often used as fillers when item writers have difficulty coming up with a fourth or fifth option. Furthermore, they allow examinees to answer questions based on partial information. If the examinees know that more than one of the options is correct, the ‘all of the above’ is most likely the answer. Similarly, if the examinees know that at least one option is not correct, they can eliminate ‘all of the above’ as the correct answer. The use of ‘none of the above’ can produce a similar cuing effect.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Table 2. Description and Interpretation of Item-Analysis Data From Multiple-Choice Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item/Test Statistic</th>
<th>What is Measured</th>
<th>Range of Values</th>
<th>Interpretation*</th>
<th>Explanation / Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty Index (often referred to as the P-value)</td>
<td>The proportion of examinees who answered the item correctly.</td>
<td>0 to 1.00</td>
<td>• Low difficulty: &gt;.80 &lt;br&gt; • Medium difficulty: .30 to .80 &lt;br&gt; • High difficulty: &lt;.30</td>
<td>The majority of tests items should have medium difficulty levels as they are better able to discriminate between high and low achieving examinees. Items that are either too easy or too difficult cannot discriminate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrimination Index</td>
<td>The difference in the number of high achieving and low achieving examinees who answered the question correctly.</td>
<td>-1.00 to 1.00</td>
<td>• Excellent discrimination: ≥ 0.40 &lt;br&gt; • Good discrimination: 0.30 to 0.39 &lt;br&gt; • Satisfactory discrimination: 0.15 to 0.29 &lt;br&gt; • Low discrimination: &lt; 0.15 &lt;br&gt; • No discrimination: ≤ 0</td>
<td>Good test items are answered correctly more frequently by higher achieving examinees. Thus, test items with high discrimination are desired.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-biserial Correlation (RPB) Coefficient</td>
<td>The RPB is another measure of discrimination that is similar to, but more robust than, the Discrimination Index. It is the correlation between how well examinees did on the item and their total test score.</td>
<td>-1.00 to 1.00</td>
<td>• Interpreted the same as the discrimination index.</td>
<td>Items with higher RPB coefficients are more discriminating. RPB ≤ 0 indicates items in which lower achieving examinees performed better than higher achieving examinees. These items are problematic and should be reviewed closely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractor Frequency</td>
<td>The proportion of people selecting each distractor.</td>
<td>0 to 1.00</td>
<td>• Functioning distractor: &gt;.05 &lt;br&gt; • Poorly functioning distractor: &lt;.05 &lt;br&gt; • Non-functioning distractor: = 0</td>
<td>Distractors selected by &lt;5% of examinees are so implausible that even the weakest examinees can eliminate them as correct answers. These distractors should be replaced with more plausible options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractor Discrimination</td>
<td>The difference in the number of high achieving and low achieving students who select each distractor.</td>
<td>-1.00 to 1.00</td>
<td>• Discriminating distractor: &lt; 0 &lt;br&gt; • Poorly discriminating distractor: ≥ 0</td>
<td>Good distractors should appeal to a greater number of lower achieving examinees than higher achieving examinees. Thus, the distractors should have a negative discrimination statistic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Description and Interpretation of Item-Analysis Data From Multiple-Choice Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item/Test Statistic</th>
<th>What is Measured</th>
<th>Range of Values</th>
<th>Interpretation*</th>
<th>Explanation / Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Test Reliability    | A reliability coefficient that indicates the homogeneity of the test items.      | 0 to 1.00       | • Good test reliability: >.80  
• Acceptable test reliability: .70 to .80  
• Poor test reliability: < .70 | As with any measure of reliability, test reliability is closely related to the number of test items. Tests with fewer test items will rarely produce acceptable reliability coefficients. |

*There is some minor variation in the literature about the cutoff values for some of these item parameters.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Content (Objectives)</th>
<th>% of Course Content</th>
<th>Cognitive Level</th>
<th>Total N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Example of a test blueprint for an 80-item multiple-choice test
Six key areas identified by Bush (47) for peer reviewers to assess when reviewing multiple-choice test items:

1. Is the question clear and unambiguous?
2. Are there uncommon words or phrases that could be replaced with more familiar words with the same meaning?
3. Are any of the distractors too obviously correct or incorrect?
4. Are there any overlapping questions?
5. Do the questions collectively cover the subject matter?
6. Are there enough items on the test to sufficiently cover the subject matter without overlapping questions?

Figure 2. Points for peer-reviewers of multiple-choice test questions